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ABSTRACT
Statistical shape analysis of brain structures has gained increasing interest from neuroimaging community because it
can precisely locate shape differences between healthy and pathological structures. The most difficult and crucial
problem is establishing shape correspondence among individual 3D shapes. This paper proposes a new algorithm for
3D shape correspondence. A set of landmarks are sampled on a template shape, and initial correspondence is
established between the template and the target shape based on the similarity of locations and normal directions. The
landmarks on the target are then refined by iterative thin plate spline. The algorithm is simple and fast, and no
spherical mapping is needed. We apply our method to the statistical shape analysis of the corpus callosum (CC) in
phenylketonuria (PKU), and significant local shape differences between the patients and the controls are found in the
most anterior and posterior aspects of the corpus callosum.
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1. ITRODUCTIO
Quantitative morphologic assessment of individual brain structures is often based on volumetric measurements and
shape analysis. Volume changes are intuitive features in explaining atrophy or dilation due to illness. However,
shape analysis can precisely locate morphological changes in pathological structures which cannot be reflected in
volume measurements, thus shape analysis has gained increasing interest from the neuroimaging community.
The main challenge in shape analysis is the required step of establishing shape correspondence among individual
shapes. In this way, each shape instance is represented by a certain number of corresponded landmark points, which
facilitate the statistical comparison of shapes between different groups. Note that the corresponded landmarks are not
necessarily coincident with anatomically significant points of a structure [1]. There are usually only a small number
of anatomically meaningful points on a structure, while the corresponded landmarks on a shape should be dense
enough to accurately represent the shape. Shape correspondence is a difficult problem especially in 3D case, because
of the non-linear shape description and non-rigid shape variation. Prior research [2,3] reveals that a small error in
shape correspondence may substantially influence the accuracy of the statistical shape analysis.
Many methods have been developed for shape correspondence in recent years [1-7]. They can be classified into two
types: mapping based and non-mapping based. Mapping based methods need to first map each shape instance onto a
sphere (or ellipsoid), such as minimum description length (MDL) [3,4] and spherical harmonics descriptors
(SPHARM) [5,6]. In MDL, the shape correspondence error is measured by the required bit-length to transmit the
resulting statistical shape model and all the training shape instances. SPHARM use first order ellipsoid from the
spherical harmonic coefficients to align the spherical parameterization through which the correspondence among 3D
shape instances is established. The spherical mapping of the shape instance is computationally expensive. Moreover,
this type of methods is not appropriate for non-sphere-like shapes because of the extreme distortion in the mapping.
Non-mapping based approaches do not require any spherical mapping of the shape surface so that the complexity is
greatly reduced, such as shape context [7-10] and landmark sliding [1]. Shape context was first proposed in [7] for
2D shape matching and it has been extended to 3D shapes later [9,10]. The definition of shape context is a local
histogram of edge points in a radius-angle grid [7]. Given a set of points on the template shape, we find the matching
points on the target shape whose shape contexts are similar to the points on the template. Note that this matching
may not be complete, i.e., only part of the target points are matched to part (or all) of the template points, and the
unmatched points on both shapes are dummy points. A transformation from the target to the template is then
*
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estimated by thin-plate spline (TPS) [18], and the point correspondence is estimated again between the template and
the transformed target shape. After several iterations the matching result will be significantly improved. However,
there may still be dummy points on the template or target shape at the convergence of the iteration. This may cause a
problem in the correspondence among more than two shapes because the number of matched points is not fixed
between each pair of shapes. Landmark sliding algorithm can achieve correspondence among a group of 3D shapes
with less computational cost and the result is comparable to those of MDL and SPHARM. It first constructs an initial
correspondence between two shapes after rigid alignment, and then refines the matched points on the target shape by
sliding the points along the tangent direction. The sliding criterion is to minimize a shape correspondence error
defined by TPS energy. This algorithm can be easily generalized to more than two shapes as long as we keep the
template shape fixed.
In this paper, we develop a non-mapping based method for 3D shape correspondence. Our method is similar to the
landmark sliding algorithm in [1], but there are two main differences. First, the initial correspondence algorithm in
[1] is not robust for all kinds of shapes. We improve this algorithm by adding surface normal constraints so that it
can overcome the problem in the corpus callosum shape. This problem will be shown later in the paper, and it is very
common in non-spherical shapes. Second, we do not use landmark sliding to refine the matched points. Instead, we
perform iterative transformation and matching as in [7]. In this way, the matched points are faithful to the shape
because they are original surface points. It can also prevent some points from sliding too far away from the surface.
We apply our method to the statistical shape analysis of the corpus callosum in individuals with early-treated
phenylketonuria (PKU), a genetic condition associated with white matter and corpus callosum abnormalities [15-17,
19, 26]. To anticipate the results, a significant local shape difference between PKU patients and the controls was
found.
The next section presents our method in detail, and section 3 shows the results in the shape analysis of the corpus
callosum. Section 4 concludes the paper with some discussion.

2.

METHODS FOR 3D SHAPE CORRESPODECE

In this section we consider the correspondence between two 3D shapes. The input is two triangle meshes, the
template U and the target V. For the correspondence among a group of shapes, we can randomly choose one as the
template, and correspond each of the other shapes to this template using the same method.
2.1

Spatial alignment and landmark sampling on the template

The first two steps are very similar to those in [1], and we only give a brief description here. The algorithm begins
with a spatial alignment. Given two triangle meshes U and V, we first remove the location difference by moving
their centers of mass to the origin. Then we normalize each shape by their centroid size [18] so that there is no size
effect in the following shape analysis. The rotation between the two shapes is removed by aligning their principle
axes. The details of the rotation alignment can be found in [1].
After alignment we construct a set of landmarks on the template shape U. These landmarks need not to be
anatomically defined. The basic consideration is that they should be dense enough to represent the surface U and
sufficiently sparse for a compact statistical shape model [1]. The 3D space is divided into equal-sized cubic cells. In
each cell, the surface point closest to the center of the cell is selected as the landmark [1]. The size of the cell
controls the density of landmarks. Typically, there are thousands of points on a 3D mesh, but the computational cost
will be expensive if we include all points in the shape analysis. Only a few hundred of landmarks are sampled and
used for shape analysis purpose. A comparison of the original surface points and the sampled landmarks can be seen
from Fig.2(a) and (c).
2.2

Initial correspondence on the target shape

The initial correspondences on the target V is constructed in a simple way [1]. Specifically, for each landmark on the
template, a point on the target triangle mesh which is closest to this landmark is selected as the target landmark.
Since the two shapes are pre-aligned, it is assumed that this simple method can find a rough correspondence between
the landmarks on U and V [1]. Generally, this simple method can work well for many types of shapes. However, if
the two aligned shapes do not have a certain amount of overlapping, this method may fail to find the correct
correspondence. The following example of the corpus callosum shape will illustrate this problem. Fig. 1 shows two
corpus callosum shapes after spatial alignment. For simplicity, only 2D shapes are shown and the 3D case is similar.
The major parts of the bodies of the two shapes do not overlap. For point A on the template (Fig.1), its closest match
on the target shape is point A’, but obviously this correspondence is not correct because A is on the lower body of
the corpus callosum and A’ is on the upper body. In this case, it will be very difficult to correct it in the following
landmark refining. This problem is very common since there is large variation among corpus callosum shapes.

In order to solve this problem, we propose an improved initial correspondence algorithm with a mutual selection
strategy and normal constraints. We observe that if the two points are corresponded points on two shapes, their
surface normal directions should not differ too much. If their surface normal directions are nearly opposite (e.g, A
and A’ in Fig. 1), they are not likely to be the corresponded points. We use the constraint of normal directions in
addition to the distance in the landmark selection procedure. Let the set of template landmarks obtained in 2.1 be UL,
each template landmark ui ∈ UL, the original point set on the target mesh be V, each target point vi ∈ V, and the set of
target landmarks be VL. Our algorithm can be outlined as follows.
1. For each vj ∈ V, find a landmark ui from UL which is closest to vi. Usually many target points will find the same
template landmark ui because the points in V are much denser than in UL.
2. For each ui ∈ UL, record all the vj’s that select ui as the closest point. Denote this set of vj’s as Vi. The points in Vi
are the candidate points to match the landmark ui.
3. If ui has more than one point in its Vi, find a point vj from Vi whose normal direction is closest to the normal of ui.
Remove vj from V and add it to VL. If ui has no points in its Vi, find a point vj from V that has closest distance to ui.
Remove vj from V and add it to VL.
The resulting points in VL are the corresponding landmarks on the target shape. The index of each point in VL is the
same as the index of its matched point in UL, so the correspondence between UL and VL is established. Fig.1 again
illustrates how our algorithm overcomes the aforementioned problem. Target points A’ and B both select A as the
closest point in step 1, but A selects B as its correspondence because the normal directions of B and A are close. No
target point selects C in step1, so C selects a closest point as its correspondence which is A’ in step 3. Fig.2 shows a
real example of the initial landmarks on the target corpus callosum shape obtained using the algorithm in [1] and our
algorithm respectively. Sagittal view of the 3D model is displayed. Two aligned original shapes are shown in Fig.2(a)
which is similar to the case in Fig.1. Only point clouds are shown here without triangle meshes. The upper body of
the target shape is missing in the result of the algorithm in [1] (Fig.2(b)). The landmarks in our results, however, can
correctly represent the target shape (Fig.2(c)).

Fig.1 Illustration of the case where the algorithm in [1] will fail. (blue: template; red: target)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2 (a) two aligned original point clouds overlaid (blue: template, red: target) (b) initial landmarks on the target shape obtained
using the algorithm in [1] and (c) our algorithm

2.3

Refining landmarks by iterative TPS

Given the initial correspondence between two sets of landmarks, UL and VL, one can estimate a transformation T
from VL to UL, and T can be applied to the entire target point set V. In [7], TPS transformation is used iteratively to
refine the shape context matching. Similarly, we can perform our algorithm in 2.2 and TPS transformation iteratively
to refine the shape correspondence. We will now briefly introduce the basic concept of TPS. Suppose there are n

landmarks in UL and VL respectively. Let the landmarks in UL be u i

= (u ix , u iy , u iz ) , and the landmarks in VL

be vi = (vix , v iy , viz ) , i=1…n. ui and vi are corresponded points for the same i. The TPS function which transforms
vi to ui has the form:
n

f (vix , viy , viz ) = a 0 + a x vix + a y viy + a z v iz + ∑ w j φ (|| (v jx , v jy , v jz ) − (vix , viy , viz ) ||)

(1)

j =1

where φ ( r ) = r in 3D case. We use three separate functions to model the transformation of x,y,z coordinates, and
the objective function is

T (v ix , v iy , v iz ) = ( f x (v ix , v iy , v iz ), f y (v ix , v iy , v iz ), f z (v ix , v iy , v iz )) = (u ix , u iy , u iz )

(2)

Each function fx, fy,fz has the same form as (1). Equation (2) can be written in the matrix form and the coefficients a0,
ax, ay, az, wi of each function can be solved from the linear equation.
After we obtain the initial correspondence between UL and VL, we estimate a TPS transformation from VL to UL, and
apply the transformation function to the entire point set V. The transformed target point set is denoted as V1, and the
algorithm in 2.2 is then applied on UL and V1 to find a set of target landmarks V1L. Then a TPS transformation from
V1L to UL is estimated and applied to V1. The final landmark set Vn L after n iterations contains the landmarks in the
transformed shape Vn. We keep track of the indices of the landmarks in each iteration, so that the final landmarks
can be easily mapped to their original coordinates in V. After several iterations, the initial correspondence error can
be greatly reduced. As suggested in [7], three iterations are used in our experiment. Fig.3 shows one example of
landmarks before and after three TPS iterations.
While the landmark sliding in [1] can obtain similar results of refined landmarks, our method requires less
computational time, and all the sampled landmarks are on the original surface without sliding away.

Fig.3 The landmarks on a target shape before (left) and after (right) TPS iterations

3. STATISTICAL SHAPE AALYSIS
We apply our shape correspondence algorithm to the shape analysis of the corpus callosum in PKU. PKU is a
metabolic disorder resulting from a deficiency of phenylalanine hydroxylase, which leads to elevated levels of the
amino acid phenylalanine (Phe) in the blood. It is an autosomal recessive disorder caused by mutations in the PAH
gene. The clinical behavior of untreated state is characterized by mental retardation, macrocephaly, seizures, eczema,
and other behavior abnormalities [21], and the brain pathology includes reduced brain weight and hypo- and
demyelination of cerebral white matter [22]. However, the heterogeneity in the mutations of PAH results in wide
phenotypic heterogeneity, and the relationship between the clinical phenotype and the genotype is not always
constant [21].
From a neurological standpoint, PKU, both treated and untreated, is associated with white matter injury [15-17]. The
corpus callosum is a large white matter bundle connecting the left and right hemisphere and is the main neural
conduit for interhemispheric interaction. Studies have found that patients with early-treated PKU displayed a
disruption in communication between hemispheres, consistent with abnormal myelination of neurons that make up
the corpus callosum [23,24]. Additional evidence for CC irregularities in PKU comes from recent findings of
decreased volume [17, 19] and disrupted microstructural integrity [26] in CC of individuals with early-treated PKU
as compared to non-PKU controls. However, no shape analysis of the CC has been done in regard to PKU.
Eight participants with PKU (4 males, 4 females) who were diagnosed at birth and maintained on a phenylalaninerestricted diet participated in the study and ranged in age from 11 to 27 years (M = 16.80, SD = 4.92). Eight
individuals without PKU (4 males, 4 females) comprised an age-, education-, and gender-matched control group.

The control group ranged in age from 12 to 27 years (M = 17.19, SD = 5.05). Individuals with psychiatric and/or
medical history unrelated to PKU were excluded.
All MRI scans were obtained on a 1.5T Siemens Symphony scanner with a standard 8-channel head coil. A highresolution three-dimensional T1-weighted sagittal scan was collected for purposes of structural analysis (MP-RAGE
sequence: TR = 1920 ms, TE = 4 ms, flip angle = 8°, in-plane resolution = 1 x 1 mm, slice thickness = 1 mm,
number of slices = 160).
The CC models were obtained using a 3D semi-automatic hybrid (region- and boundary-based) segmentation
method that had been previously validated for accuracy and reproducibility [20]. To increase the accuracy and
validity of the results, we ensured that all segmentations were completed by the same trained individual. Each model
was a 3D mesh with 3000~4000 points.
One of the 16 meshes was randomly selected as the template, and 767 landmarks were sampled on this template. The
correspondence between this template and each of the other shapes was established using our algorithm, and the
result was 16 sets of corresponded landmarks, which can be used directly for statistical shape analysis. The
experiment was running on an Intel(R) Pentium(R) D (2.8GHz) PC with Windows Vista, and all the codes were
written in Matlab. The average time to process one target shape was about 2 minutes.
Since each shape is spatially aligned with the template before the shape correspondence is established, no additional
spatial alignment is necessary among all the shapes. The difference in the size of the CC has been eliminated in the
spatial alignment, so the shape analysis only reveals pure shape difference between patients and controls. Hotelling
T2 two-sample metric is used to measure how two groups of shapes are different from each other at each surface
location. We use a modified T2 metric instead of the standard one, because it is less sensitive to group differences of
the covariance matrixes and the sample size [5]. This metric is defined as

T 2 = ( µ1 − µ 2 )' ((1 / n1 ) ∑1 + (1 / n 2 ) ∑ 2 )) −1 ( µ1 − µ 2 )

(3)

Σ1 , Σ 2 are the covariance matrixes of the two groups, µ1 , µ 2 are the average coordinates of the two groups
at this surface point, and n1 , n 2 are the sample sizes of the two groups. A positive, larger T2 indicates more
where

significant group difference, and each T2 is converted to a corresponding p-value at every surface location. This raw
p-value is an optimistic estimation. Since comparisons are made at thousands of CC surface points, it is important to
control for the multiple testing problem. There are several methods to deal with multiple comparison, such as
random field [12,13], non-parametric permutation test [11] and false discovery rate estimation (FDR) [6]. In our
work, we adopt FDR as the appropriate approach for p-value correction, because it provides an interpretable and
adaptive criterion, while non-parametric permutation tests are overly pessimistic [5]. FDR method allows the false
positive to be within a small proportion α (α =0.01 in our experiment). The p-value correction is computed as
follows [6].
1.

Sort the p-values such that p1<p2<…<p, where  is the number of vertices on the surface.

2.

From all the p-values that satisfy pi<= α•i/, select the p-value with the largest index i, denoted as pα.

3.

Declare all locations with p-values less than pα significant.

Fig.4 gives a descriptive visualization of the group shape difference. Fig.4(a) shows the overlaid average shape of
each group, and Fig.4(b) shows the signed distance map between the two average shapes rendered on an overall
average shape of all 16 subjects. By examining the average structures, we find that in the patients the body of the CC
is less bent, the anterior tip (genu) and posterior tip (splenium) are shorter, and the anterior most is more projected.
Note that the triangle mesh information is lost after landmark sampling, and we reconstruct the surface from the
landmarks using COCONE [14] for display purpose.
The significance maps of the raw and corrected p-values are shown in Fig.5. Smaller p-values indicate larger
statistical significance. A two-tailed alpha level of 0.05 is chosen as the significance threshold for the raw p-values,
and FDR threshold pα is 0.01 for corrected p-values. Fig.5(a) shows the significance map of raw p-values, which is
an optimistic estimation. The significance map of the corrected p-values (Fig.5(b)) shows that the major significant
difference lies in the genu and splenium. This is consistent with the distance map in Fig.4(b) which shows the main
difference between the averages at the these parts.
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Fig.4. (a) Two views of the overlaid average shapes (blue: controls, red: patients) (b) Two views of the distance map between the
two average shapes (The negative distances indicate the patients’ structure is inside the controls’ and the reverse is for the
positive distances)
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Fig.5. Significance map: (a) raw p values (b) corrected p values

4. DISCUSSIO AD COCLUSIO
This paper presents a non-mapping based algorithm for 3D shape correspondence and applies it to the shape analysis
of the corpus callosum in early-treated PKU. The correspondence is established among landmarks sampled from
each individual shape. A set of landmarks dense enough to represent the surface are sampled on a template shape,
and initial correspondence is established by finding matched landmarks on the target shape. A surface normal
constraint in landmark selection is added in order to prevent mismatching. The landmarks on the target shape are
then refined by iteratively applying TPS and the initial correspondence algorithm. All landmarks are faithful to the
original surface since no landmark sliding is performed. Compared with mapping based methods, the
implementation of our method is simple and fast.
There are two issues to be considered regarding our shape correspondence method. First, the landmark sampling on
the template shape is arbitrary, and it will determine the point distribution on the rest of the shapes. It is not certain
whether the discretization error in this sampling will affect the result of the shape analysis. Further experiment needs
to be done to evaluate the influence of the sampling. Secondly, note that the landmarks in this paper are not real
anatomical landmarks. Our landmarks are just a subset of surface points, while anatomical landmarks usually have
biological meanings or geometrical prominence. Anatomical landmarks can usually be found consistently on
different individual shapes; hence, locating anatomical landmarks may facilitate the correspondence establishment of
the other surface points. Moreover, the exact matching of anatomical landmarks among individual shapes is crucial
in clinical applications, but our current method cannot guarantee this exact matching. In the future, we plan to
incorporate the correspondence of anatomical landmarks into our point correspondence establishment.
The statistical shape analysis revealed significant abnormalities in the genu and splenium of the CC in patients with
PKU. This was true even though (1) all of the patients in the present study had received early and continuous dietary
treatment and (2) clinical examination of the MRIs did not reveal any CC white matter hyperintensities. Taken
together with previous studies [15-17, 19, 26], the current findings support the hypothesis that, whereas individuals
with early-treated PKU are spared the severe neurological consequences associated with untreated PKU, they
continue to experience detectable (albeit subtle) white matter abnormalities. Irregularities in the CC may contribute
to the cognitive difficulties experienced by individuals with early-treated PKU. Indeed, early-treated PKU is
associated with impairments in higher-order cognitive abilities (i.e., executive function) that require the integration
of information across a wide variety of sources and thus rely heavily on the brain’s white matter interconnections
[25].
Although comparable with other preliminary studies utilizing MRI, the sizes of the clinical and comparison groups
in the current investigation were small. Future studies utilizing a larger sample size would allow for the exploration
of the potential relationship between CC shape and dietary control (as reflected by blood phenylalanine levels), age,
cognitive profile, and other important factors. In the near future, we also hope to extend this line of research by

comparing measures of CC shape, microstructural integrity (as evaluated using diffusion tensor imaging), and
function (as evaluated using functional MRI) within a single group of PKU participants.
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